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2020 Vision Beyond Lupus
healthy body, healthy mind, healthy spirit!

Spreading Lupus Awareness One Butterfly at a Time
HEALTHY BODY
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A Word from the Editor
LIVING WELL BEYOND LUPUS

Healing from lupus isn’t linear. It will take you through many
paths to get you to a place of some sort of comfort beyond
lupus. Once a warrior realizes this they are able to beat lupus
more effectively day to day.
Life with lupus can be challenging. With symptoms that come
and go, disease flares and remissions, and the uncertainty of
what each day will bring, it’s normal to experience feelings of
unhappiness, frustration, anger, or sadness. It’s also normal to
grieve for the loss of the life you had before lupus.
Cry when you need to. Scream. Shout. Lay on the floor. Sob in
the shower. Be still. Run. Walk. Create. Live in your truth.
Share your victories without fear. Listen to your body. Release
your pain. Read. Seek support. Be a support. Be a friend. Find
friends. Be real. Be honest about what you need and what’s
going on with your body. Be courageous. Be strong. Be
compassionate. Be vulnerable. Don’t be hard on yourself.
Breathe. Don’t fear the hard times. Always understand how
amazing you are fighting day by day.
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Then, Stand Up and live well beyond lupus!
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SPIRIT OF THE
BUTTERFLY
YOU DON’T NEED TO DIE TODAY
BY TAMEKA THREATTS
They say when the things are falling apart, that mean
things are falling together. That is exactly what is
happening with you. You are not broken and beyond
repair. Your sickness doesn’t dictate that for you. You are
hurting friend, and I know you are. I have been there
myself. It’s a feeling that you can’t describe. To die to
oneself. To shed the old and be made new.
To be rid of the pain and experience joy. To find deep
relief from the prison of your sickness. Did you know that
because you feel the pain, that means that you are alive?
Not everyone will understand.
Your sickness isn’t your fault despite what your family
history says. There is nothing that you did to bring this on.
So with that being said, feel your feelings.Bless those
parts of you that wants to grow into something better. Let
your mind scream the final scream, let today be your last
cry because you don’t need to die today.

You will tell the story of how you transformed, cell
by cell, test after test. You will be able to tell the
story of how you made it. How you found the light
by escaping the darkness. You will tell the story of
how the love of the Universe found you and you felt
as if you were being hugged by Spirit
In the song of the bird, and the flutter of butterfly
wings even the sunshine on your face warranted a
fight for you to live another day. In the face of some
stranger, someone so curious about your story that
prompted you to get out of this. Someone who
listened to your story, that didn’t tell you were crazy
or needed to lose weight.
I get it. They saw your potential. They saw the fire
burn in your eyes.
You don’t need to die today. The wrong story was
told so now we will begin the story of triumph. We
will illuminate a new path, something unseen. Trust.
Breathe, Believe. Have patience with yourself
because today isn’t the day to die.
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RECOGNIZABLE SCARS
BY RACQUEL H. DOZIER | FOUNDER LUPUS IN COLOR

Sometimes the scars of Lupus are very visible and
sometimes they are not. It’s hard to inform people
of a chronic infirmity that is not visible to the naked
eye. But it is just as difficult to explain when the
scars become visible.

recognition only to forget why it tried to get in on the
battle in the first place. Sometimes it’s easy to hide
that…. Other times between the lupus butterfly
rashes… the lupus lesions…the battle scars from
treatments it’s hard.

I am not one for vanity. I mean, I love to look good
because it helps me to feel my best, But vain is not
a character trait I possess. Although many may
look at me at me posting photos and assume oh
she’s so vain always about herself, They really
have no clue what I am all about.

When the scars become recognizable scars for all to
see and question or look at you like you have a
disease that can be caught….it’s hard. Now, don’t get
me wrong the battle is always difficult. Just some
days are easier to deal with than others.

Anyway, some days it’s easy to hide the fact that
the insides of my body is in a constant fight for
power over me. That they battle in a daily war for
rights to my organs. That sometimes my mind gets
involved in the battle and tries to fight for

I think anyone with a chronic illness tries to hide the
scars, but when they become more visible it makes it
more of a difficult pill to swallow.
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RECOGNIZABLE SCARS
M Y

S C A R S A R E N ’ T A B U R D E N B U T A B O U N T I F U L B L E S S I N G T O G E T
A W A R E N E S S I N T H E F A C E O F T H O S E T H A T H A V E N E V E R O R
W O U L D E V E R H E A R A B O U T L U P U S .

Bountiful Blessing
I say this because when you have a chronic illness you are forever battling with self to be positive
and not succumb to the negatives of your illness. Couple that with the questions of your scars and
battle wounds and it becomes difficult to handle at times.
I am here to not only encourage you but to encourage myself when the scars are so prominent that
you just want to turn life off. *Click* just flip the switch and sit in the dark for no one to see not even
yourself.
I’ve had to look at it differently. My scars aren’t a burden but a bountiful blessing to get awareness
in the face of those that have never or would ever hear about Lupus. I look at my scars as battle
wounds that are attached to the story of a fearless warrior that lives day to day in a treacherous
fight for life.
Yeah… there are recognizable scars and battle wounds…. but they are my story… I can look at
them and be sad and solicit pity from those around me. Instead, I choose to be strong when I can,
allow my weak moments to peak and crawl through them, embrace the teaching moments and
solicit support and love from those around me.
Is my attitude always positive about lupus and living beyond it…HELL NO.. sometimes I’m
downright negative about it… but I have learned to live in that moment, appreciate it for what it is
and pick myself up scars and all and start each day in a new way.
Your recognizable scars don’t define you they just give you an opportunity to tell the story of
overcoming a battle. A story that all must hear including YOU!
I am the face of lupus that someone forgot to tell you about. Can you hear my story NOW?
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Lupus Warrior Strong

There is something great in braving the unknown!
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LUPUS AND
MINDFULNESS
MEDITATION
Practices for Improving Emotional and Physical Well-Being

It’s a busy world. You fold the laundry while keeping one
eye on the kids and another on the television. You plan
your day while listening to the radio and commuting to
work, and then plan your weekend, all while battling for
your life dealing with lupus issues.

Nearly every task we perform in a day, be it brushing
our teeth, eating lunch, talking with
friends or exercising; can be done more mindfully.
Mindfulness meditation has many benefits such as:

Living with lupus can have a profound effect on a
person’s mental and emotional well-being. You are
likely to feel emotions such as grief, fear, anxiety,
and depression. These feelings are common.
Understanding where they come from can help you
develop techniques for coping with them.

Mindfulness Reduces Anxiety and Stress
Mindfulness Meditation Improves Cognition
Mindfulness Meditation Help The Brain Reduce
Distractions
Promotes Emotional Health
Enhances Self-Awareness
Improves Sleep
One technique that is proven to be helpful for those
Helps Control Pain
with chronic pain is mindfulness and meditation. People also use the practice to develop other beneficial
Mindfulness meditation involves directing your habits and feelings, such as a positive mood and
attention to the present moment with an attitude of outlook, self-discipline, healthy sleep patterns and even
openness. It means accepting everything just the way it increased pain tolerance.
is, even unfavorable aspects of your life that you wish
you could change—like chronic pain.
Mindfulness is the basic human ability to be fully
present, aware of where we are and what we’r e doing,
and not overly reactive or overwhelmed by what’s going
on around us.
Mindfulness and meditation are mirror-like reflections
of each other: mindfulness supports and enriches
meditation, while meditation nurtures and expands
mindfulness.
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6 STEPS TO

MINDFULNESS MEDITATION
A beginner's guide to reducing stress and being in the present
1. Get Comfortable: Find a quiet place where you won't be disturbed,
where you can be alone and at peace.
2. Get in position: Try sitting cross-legged on a low cushion on the
floor, or upright in a chair. You may prefer to meditate lying down.
3. Get relaxed: Close your eyes, set a timer for five minutes if you are
just starting out, and begin by taking a few deep, cleansing breaths.
Breath in deeply (but naturally) through your nose, and out through
either your nose or mouth—whichever feels more comfortable to
you. Let the breaths flow all the way down into your abdomen.
4. Focus on your breaths: Become aware of the sound of your
breaths as you inhale and exhale. As you inhale, breathe in all the
peace and joy. As you exhale, rid your mind and body of all the
stress and toxins that have been bothering you. Let your mind
become mesmerized by the rhythmic pattern of your breathing.
5. Bring your thoughts back to center: Your mind will wander. When
you notice your thoughts wandering off from your breath, don't
chastise yourself—it's totally normal. Simply acknowledge it and
bring your focus back to the center, back to your breaths. Take in
your immediate surroundings. What do you hear? What do you feel
right now, at this moment? Try not to ruminate on the past or worry
about the future, but be present in this pure moment.
6. Make a commitment: Like exercise, meditation takes practice. And
the more we practice, the better we get and the stronger that
mindfulness muscle becomes. Even just five to ten minutes per day
has been shown to make an enormous difference to well-being
after just eight weeks of meditation practice.

“Feelings come and go like clouds in a windy
sky. Conscious breathing is my anchor.”
THICH NHAT HAHN
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LUPUS ISN’T JUST
A WOMAN’S
DISEASE!
It’s a disease that affects mostly
women, but the men with lupus
are just as brave, strong, and
determined to win the fight
against lupus. Be there for them
and be strong in your support
to help them through.
A question that often crops up when discussing lupus in women and men is whether the
disease affects the sexes differently. A number of studies have been conducted to see if
differences exist, though results vary—almost as much as the differences in the tests
themselves (how they were conducted, the number of male patients, racial and ethnic
backgrounds). Still, some differences were noted.
Symptoms more common in men:
Pleurisy (inflammation of the sac around the lungs)
Renal (kidney) disease
Discoid lupus (reddish, scaly skin)
Hemolytic anemia (from the destruction of red blood cells)
Lupus anticoagulant (can promote abnormal blood clotting)
Seizures
And while those differences may exist, lupus’ similarities in men and women, especially
with regard to symptom manifestations, are many. For example, while discoid lupus
may be more common in males, lesions look the same in both sexes
Information provided by Very Well Health
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STORIES

Flight of the Butterflies

INSPIRING LUPUS WARRIORS TO FIGHT FOR THEIR LIVES ONE BUTTERFLY AT A TIME!

BUTTERFLIES OF HOPE

Dion Langley
LUPUS WARRIOR
I was diagnosed with Lupus back in 2010 and it was very painful at the
time because I wasn't aware of what Lupus was. I spent many days crying
and wondering to myself why me? But I prayed and God showed me my
purpose through me having Lupus. It's a testimony for me and being able
to share my story to others especially to kids and adults to let them know
that having Lupus doesn't stop me from achieving my dreams. My job as a
professional drummer, I have to use my upper body constantly. “If I’ve had
a show or just a long studio session, I know I will need a pain pill,” and
certain shows can last for a long time depending on the venue.
“Sometimes your body is tired but your mind has to catch up with your
body,” To relax my mind, I often takes a hot shower, uses a heating pad
and spends 30 minutes listening to music, reading or watching a relaxing
movie. I also experiments to find the right position for my specific pain: “I
know I can’t lie flat a lot of times because of the pain and sometimes I
have to lay in a uncomfortable position at times but people will never
understand how my body feels at times.

It took me a while to adjust because I have to take a lot of meds daily and as a child I never been a fan of taking pills.
Some days I feel perfect then other days I barely have energy to move and I feel as if I can't get enough rest but that's
just how my body feels. So when I have days like that all I can do is just relax.
Over the years I've been hospitalized on various occasions and the recovery process is draining but I keep pushing
because I won't let this defeat me. I'm blessed to be able to play drums each day and share my gifts to the world.
I have good days and bad days but avoiding stress as much as possible helps both with the pain of lupus and with
sleep. In my opinion “You cannot be stressed at all, “Surround yourself with positive people. Avoid people that bring
you down. You have to get rest and plenty of it. Also eating properly is a plus.
SPREADING LUPUS AWARENESS ONE BUTTERFLY AT A TIME
#LUPUSINCOLOR #EDUCATE #INSPIRE #ENCOURAGE #EMPOWER

1
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Lupus In Color

Flight of the Butterflies
BUTTERFLIES OF HOPE

Dion Langley
LUPUS WARRIOR
" I'm on record to say I'm praying
for a cure and I'm striving each
day to educate myself more on
this disease. I would like to share
my story to the world through
playing drums and hosting
clinics in various places to show
people that although I have
Lupus I'm still able to succeed
and this won't get me down."
SPREADING LUPUS AWARENESS ONE BUTTERFLY AT A TIME
#LUPUSINCOLOR #EDUCATE #INSPIRE #ENCOURAGE #EMPOWER

Lupus In Color
Lupus In Color

Flight
of
the
Butterflies
Flight of the Butterflies
BUTTERFLIES OF HOPE

Kenny Golder Jr.
LUPUS WARRIOR

I was diagnosed when I was thirteen, was put on dialysis
for 3 sessions then I was released. My lupus went into
remission until my junior year of high school.
My lupus came back and this time my kidney couldn't
be saved. I spent a year on dialysis while still working
2 jobs and staying involved with the bowling team
and writing club.. Then in december of my senior year I
recieved a transplant. They called while I was in school
and that night I went in to be prepped for the procedure
in the morning. My school raised funds for the nkf, as a
result I missed 3 months of my senior year due to lupus.
I am now approaching my sophomore year of college at
Arizona State. I want one thing for sure and that's for
my music to help with lupus awareness.I have amazing
support in Michigan where I live KFC has helped with the
cause, as well as my school Dakota, but my friends and
family have given the best support.
SPREADING LUPUS AWARENESS ONE BUTTERFLY AT A TIME
#LUPUSINCOLOR #EDUCATE #INSPIRE #ENCOURAGE #EMPOWER
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MEN
HAVE
LUPUS
TOO

FIVE MILLION PEOPLE
WORLDWIDE, HAVE A FORM OF
LUPUS
Lupus strikes mostly women of African
American descent at childbearing age.
However, men, children, and teenagers
develop lupus, too.

LUPUS IN COLOR

TOGETHER
WE CAN SPREAD
AWARNESS.

#LUPUSINCOLOR

1 in 3 lupus warriors also battle multiple autoimmune diseases.
GET EDUCATED, SPREAD AWARENESS, SUPPORT A LUPUS WARRIOR
PAGE 16

People with
lupus are
sensitive to
changes in
barometric
pressure.

People with lupus are sensitive to changes in
barometric pressure. If the weather goes from hot
to cold or wet to dry, you might be a bit achier.
This will pass. The best climate for people with
lupus is one with the fewest changes in the
barometer.

Why Does Cold Air Affect Pain & Flares?
Stretched out before us, in different areas,
are weeks of bitter cold temperatures,
blustery wind and snow. And the wolf is
very temperature sensitive.
There are many factors that cause
someone with lupus to react badly to the
cold: Raynaud's syndrome causes fingers,
toes and parts of the face to turn purple or
ghost-white. Lupus causes joints to swell
and burn in the cold too, and I seem to feel
the cold so much more deeply. The
blistery butterfly rash is back and the cold
can make your rash burn, so your face
actually hurts for several days after it
appears.
Coping Strategies: Invest in a small space
heater,Dress in layers, Drink something
warm, Stay hydrated, Always have extra
clothes/blankets handy & Use warming
inserts for shoes
PAGE 17

YDOB EHT NO SUPUL FO STCEFFA

AMBER

Let Nothing Stop You

CAROSELLI
Living with Lupus can be
difficult and discouraging when
it comes to achieving your
goals. Constantly having to be
careful about what you do, eat,
and other things can be
stressful and keep you from
taking the steps necessary for
achieving your life goals. But
you cannot let it keep you from
taking that first step.

Lupus does not control you I think because I didn’t know
or
your
dreams
and how to manage my time and I
ambitions. You do. Take the worried about how tired I
steps and take control.
would be from working
I am 20 years old and my
dream is to become an
esthetician. For a long time, I
acknowledged my own skills
for makeup and yet never
took the first step of going to
school.

during the day, then going to
school at night; that all of
those thoughts stopped me
from starting. Also, having to
deal with Lupus and all the
tiring effects, I thought that
would just make me so
PAGE 19
exhausted.

I LEARNED TO TAKE CONTROL OF MY LUPUS

Eventhough I had all these thoughts, I signed up
for school and started Esthetician classes at The
Studio Academy of Beauty in May 2019.
Not to my surprise, I was always busy and
always tired. Some days I did not go to night
school because my body was just too tired from
the daily routine. But, through all of the
exhaustion, I always brought myself to go to

Yes, the Lupus made me tired, exhausted even,
and tried time and time again to psych me out of
starting the road to my goal, but I HAD to take
control. This is my dream and I want to do this so
badly. So, I went for it.
You cannot let Lupus stop you from taking that
crucial first step to achieving a life goal. If you
want it that bad, do it! Let nothing stop you!

school from 5-10 pm Monday through Friday
while working in retail during the day.
I learned to take control of my Lupus and
with the grace of God and dedication to my
dreams, I went every day, did all my work, took
clients, and passed every test, with an exception
of one, on the first try.
In December 2019, I finally graduated from The
Studio Academy of Beauty and I will be taking
my State Board Exam in February. Soon, I will
have my license and be able to work
professionally.
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WHY SMILE: THE HONEST
TRUTH
ANGEL WILLIAMS
19

Why smile when all you seem to get is bad news?
Why smile when you were given an expiration date?
Why smile when the world around you seems to be crashing
down?
Why smile when no one seems to understand?
Why smile when no one seems to even care?
Why smile when we live in a world where people are only
concerned with themselves?
Why smile when you only hear what you aren’t, can’t do, and
why you aren’t worthy?Why smile when there really isn’t
anything to smile about???
Oh my friend, but there are many reasons to smile!

But don’t smile to hide your pain; for your eyes tell the truth!
Don’t smile so people won’t ask you questions, because you could be blocking your blessings!
Don’t smile because you think that’s what the world should view as reality; for my friend, that’s why the world
doesn’t understand in the first place!
You smile for you!!!
You smile because you have another day to try to get it right!
You smile because you have another opportunity to do something that makes you happy!
You smile because you are going to plan your next excursion and adventure!
You smile because your smile might brighten up someone’s dreary day!
You smile because you are excelling in your exercise, whatever that may be.
You smile because you are getting the proper rest.
You smile because in spite of all you have endured, you still stand tall!!
You smile because you still have a life in spite of Lupus.
You smile because you can accomplish anything you set your mind to.
You smile because sickness can’t keep you down.
You smile because you have been doing the things you dreamed of.
You smile because when you really think about it, life isn’t that bad because you are utilizing all the tools
possible to enhance your quality of life!
So go do something you love and smile!!!
Are you smiling? I am!!!!

ABOUT ANGEL WILLIAMS
Angel Williams is a Lupus Warrior, Advocate, Social Media Influencer, Patient Leader, Motivational
Speaker and Minister. She was diagnosed with Lupus at the age of 12, (21 years ago.) Angel has had 13
surgeries including 2 cardiac catheterizations. She has also had Pulmanary Emboli, Pericardial
Effusions, Blood Transfusions, Iron Infusions and the list goes on. Currently she takes 32 pills a day,
infuses herself every other day with 1.5 liters of saline and gives herself the Benlysta injection weekly.
As Angel fights against this Lupus monster, it is her goal to educate, spread hope and empower others
to fight with all their might and win against this cruel, invisible disease. She started “Angel’s Lupus
Journey,” on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Youtube, a Blog, etc. to share her story with the world in
hopes that something she shares will change at least one life. One of her mottos is, “If I can touch one
life, my living is not in vain.”
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WHAT LUPUS CAN NOT DO
RACQUEL H .DOZIER

What lupus can not do...
Lupus can not invade my soul or stop me from
reaching my goals.
Lupus can not suppress my good memories or put
the good times to come in jeopardy.
Lupus can not kill true friendships, destroy my
peace or conquer my spirit.
It can't separate me from the good life no matter
what nonsense it brings with it.
Lupus can not shatter my hope, cripple my love or
corrode my faith.
Lupus can not steal my eternal life and it
definitely won’t steal my courage or desire to live
well no matter its wrath!

SELF
LOVE
BEYOND
LUPUS

Today, repeat the following
statement 50 times out loud
to yourself, “I am a beautiful
strong resilient warrior that is
beating lupus daily!” The way
we talk to ourselves through
this battle makes a difference
in how we love on ourselves
as we battle. #LupusInColor
#SelfLoveBeyondLupus
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Move. Eat. Be

19

Dealing with lupus issues daily is difficult in itself and maintaining good physical, mental and nutritional
habits is even more difficult. But, it will help your body, mind and soul to remain as healthy as possible.

MOVE

When you’re living with lupus, the very thought of exercising can be
painful. You’re tired, your joints ache, and you just want to rest. But
research shows that exercise can help people with lupus build
stronger muscles, prevent joint stiffness, control fatigue, and
avoid weight gain.

EAT

There are no foods that cause lupus or that can cure it. Still,
good nutrition is an important part of an overall treatment plan for the
disease.In general, people with lupus should aim for a well-balanced
diet that includes plenty of fruits, vegetables, and whole grains. It
should also include moderate amounts of meats, poultry, and oily fish.

BE
Life with lupus can be unpredictable. A healthy lifestyle can help
manage lupus symptoms. This is why it's important for you to do things
that allow you to be well in spite of lupus. Things like arming yourself
with knowledge, seeking support, becoming your best health advocate
and keeping a journal to release feelings can help you in being well in
spite of lupus. There might be days when you’re wiped out, and other
days when you’re free of joint pain and feel like you could climb a
mountain. But the good news is, there’s reason for hope to be well
beyond lupus with good habits.
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MAY IS LUPUS
AWARENESS MONTH

Lupus is more pervasive and severe than people
think, and has a devastating impact that the
public doesn't realize. In fact, research shows
that a staggering two-thirds of the public knows
little or nothing about lupus. You can help
change that.
GET INSPIRED AND LEARN MORE. Share our
faces of lupus, butterfly stories and lupus facts.
Allow the Flight of Butterflies to inundate the
internet. They all are here to help you get
inspired and spread the awarenss during May.
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Know a lupus warrior that you want to see highlighted for Lupus Warrior of the Month?
Submit their name, a picture and a 250 word essay with the reason why you think they
should be our lupus warrior of the month. We will choose a warrior each month to
highlight. The warrior will be highlighted on all social media accounts and our website and
receive a special lupus package.
Submit your lupus warrior
lupusincolor@gmail.com Subject Lupus Warrior of the Month
FIRST LUPUS WARRIOR OF THE MONTH WILL BE HIGHLIGHTED IN MARCH 2020
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LUPUS IN COLOR
EDUCATE.INSPIRE.ENCOURAGE.EMPOWER
http://www.lupusincolor.com
lupusincolor@gmail.com
#lupusincolor
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